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Jul – Sep 2011 

 New Universal Mail Strips  

Universal Mail UK have announced six new strips of self-adhesive customised 
stamps in their now familiar vertical format of tourist scenes/national flags. 

      

I have four sets of 6 strips for sale to the first four e-mail's received, priced £30 
per set incl. first class post and packing. These will be dispatched during the first 
week of November. (27/09) 

 AG Bradbury's Christmas 2011 offering  

The recent update of this web site was the first in which no future planned issues 
of Business Customised Stamp Sheets were recorded. During the past four years 
or so since I have been keeping tabs on the comings and goings in the 
customised stamp sheet market, I cannot remember a time when we didn't have 
at least one sheet pending.  Whilst the reasons for this interesting little factoid 
and worthy of further comment, it is not the reason I bring this little fact to your 
attention. I am pleased to be able report that this "void" has been quickly filled by 
Adrian Bradbury who has written and updated me with his plans for a new 
business customised stamp sheet, No. 79 in his History of Britain Series.  
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Due out on or about the 8th November 2011, Adrian's Christmas Sheet 
celebrates the 400th Anniversary of the King James Bible, first published in 1611. 
In our view this is a fantastic and colourful sheet in stark contrast to the rather 
plain/boring offering from Royal Mail. Adrian has cleverly used the original front-
plate of the King James Bible as his inspiration for this sheet. My congratulations 
to Adrian on another stunning sheet, Royal Mail would be well advised to consult 
with Adrian before finalizing their generic sheet designs, on historical subjects at 
least, in which area Adrian leads the field in our view. (25/09) 

 Christmas 2011 

Royal Mail have released promotional images of their planned generic Smilers 
sheet for Christmas 2011 due to be issued on 8th November 2011 along with a 
number of personalised versions of the same sheet. 

 

Whilst images of the personalised versions have yet to be released they are likely 
to be available in the following formats; 
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 20 x 2nd 
 20 x 1st 
 10 x 68p (Half sheet format) 
 10 x £1.10 (half sheet format) 

A few years ago an enterprising individual (not us) proposed a Business 
Customised Stamp sheet based on the subject of the Ten Commandments.  The 
artwork was submitted to Royal Mail who rejected it maintaining that the subject 
could be construed as offensive to some of its customers.  

 

In the spirit of openness I invite Royal Mail to explain the difference between the 
proposed artwork and their recently announced Christmas sheet. In my view, this 
is a great example of the confusion surrounding the Smilers policy practiced by 
Royal Mail - a clear case of do as we say not as we do!! (23/09) 

 Themed Smilers  

Here is a roundup of some Themed Smilers that have emerged over recent 
months. 

Bletchley Park Post Office have announced the issue of a new sheet to 
celebrate England's elevation to Number 1 Team in the ICC world ranking. Terry 
Mitchell writes ... 
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"Britain’s secret little post office at Bletchley Park is celebrating England 
becoming the World’s Number 1 cricket team with a Smiler and cover issue. Both 
feature exclusive paintings by renowned cricket artist Christina Pierce. 

The “Celebration” Smiler depicts the England team celebrating as the final wicket 
falls to make them the Number 1 Test team as well as winning the 2000th Test 
match and the 100th against India plus taking the series. Only 50 have been 
issued at £40 plus £3 p&p. 

The “cricket balls” smiler is being used on the commemorative cover and a few 
have been reserved just for regular collectors. The cover bears the stamp with a 
13th August 2011 cachet to mark the day of the big win. Only 500 are being 
issued at £8.50 plus £1.50 (UK) post and packing. They can be viewed and 
ordered from the website at www.bletchleycovers.com. 

 

 

And now for a new name on the Smilers scene! Postal-Pursuits are selling two 
customised smilers sheets produced from the winning designs of a children's 
'design a stamp' competition to coincide with the Letchworth Garden City St. 
Georges Day/Royal Wedding celebration last Easter. It was felt that the children 
should receive their copies first before they were 'officially' available. Due to a 
variety of delays leading up to the prize giving the official date of release was July 
25 2011. The winning designs were available for viewing on the Web a couple of 
weeks after Easter 2011. No covers or cancellations have been made. It was felt 
that, as a first attempt at an official Smiler through a Town Partnership, that it 
would be kept to Smiler sheets only.  The total production has been limited to 100 
pairs by agreement. The winners have a pair each and the Town partnership has 
another. All others are available for general sale. Pairs of sheets are on sale 
priced £75 the pair from www.postal-pursuits.com. 
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 Business Sheet Update 

No, I have not been on holiday- my computer crashed and with it my ability to 
update the website was challenged.  Thankfully, everything was restored and I 
am now able to update the site with the current developments on the Smilers 
scene. 

Since my last update a few new sheets have either been issued or announced. 

First, two sheets have been issued .... 

 King George I - from AG Bradbury - first in a series of six sheets. 
 The Small Railway Co. (Lancs and Yorks) - from Benham 

      

Finally four sheets are announced and due in the coming weeks .... 

• First Aerial Post - from Buckingham 
• First Aerial Post - from Benham 
• Autumn Stampex 2011 - from PTS 
• The House of Hanover (GBS0172) - from Benham (No image available) 

(28/08) 
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 Arnold Machin Birth Centenary 

Adrian Bradbury has released a new Business Customised sheet in his series 
History of Britain (No. 76) - this time celebrating the birth of Arnold Machin. Whilst 
most people in the UK will never of heard of Arnold Machin he is an icon for 
philatelists for his classic design of the current definitive stamps in use for over 40 
years. (07/08) 

 


